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VIRTUAL FACILITATOR - THE NEXT STEPS
Virtual delivery has now been adopted across the globe on an exponential scale and its still
increasing in popularity. Continuing to develop these skills for high impact and engaging
delivery is now more important than ever.
Whether you are already an experienced virtually trained facilitator or learning as you go –
our supplementary advanced 2 hour sessions will help you hone those skills further to give
you the best possible impact in your delivery or content design.

MASTER THE ART OF VIRTUAL CONTENT DESIGN
Whether you are creating from scratch or converting from existing F2F material, getting the
content right is just as critical to virtual success as being able to deliver it well.
Virtual content is not the same as F2F and requires creativity and methodology.
This 2 hour intensive workshop will equip you with the knowledge and skills to effectively
adapt F2F material and design new impactful virtual content.
Session Goals:
Understanding essential design phases
Identifying the process steps for idea transfer to virtual
Learning to get creative with virtual activities
Recognising the do’s and don’ts of virtual design
Validating activities from paper to practice
Designing effective support documents
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ADVANCED VIRTUAL FACILITATION
In Today’s world, every competent facilitator needs to become a competent virtual
facilitator which is much more than just logging on to a platform and doing the same as you
did in the classroom.
You need to develop the right skills, tools and mindset to be truly successful.
Our 2 hr intensive experiential Advanced Virtual Facilitation Course will ensure you learn
everything you need about virtual facilitation.
Session Goals
Understanding the critical differences between F2F & Virtual
Mastering interactive tools
Running high impact breakouts
Managing difficult participants
Learning the 4 P’s of Virtual Facilitation
Top Tips for Maintaining engagement and involvement
Implementing learning in a live session
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